Address of video :https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kTC2iNrNk70
Description under video:
PRINTER WF 7710 AT 2 WEEKS OF PURCHASING IT I TURNED IT ON, DID ITS NORMAL
TRAVEL TO START AND PRESENTED ERROR 031006,
Response 1 and 5:
Hello, I see your case is on the main card, this error occurs when the fuse breaks. You have to check the
fuse on the board and replace it or bridge. but before turning on, you must first determine why the fuse
was blown. most times it is caused by damage or short in the print head. Many times I have seen this
problem in these printer models. in all those that I have repaired, they have taken a short just in the
contact that has land with the head. ink is accumulated, or in case of cleaning the cleaning liquid. These
machines have a very delicate head on the inside that carries a package that separates the poles that
enter the cartridge and the internal electric plate. With a little pressure, ink starts spilling to the sides
and causes short. similar problems presents the models wf7610, 7620 3620, 3720, 2760, 2750 that carry
similar heads
Response 2:
Friend, I have the same problem as you. Only that happened to me after having done a system cleaning.
I hope someone can help us because I already searched the internet and nothing comes out. I will
continue investigating and if I have information I tell you.
Response 3:
Thank you very much, in my case there was no system cleaning, the person who sold it to me told me
that the logical card burned the card, short in the head ... at the end I had to give $ 200 and sent me
another printer "new "but now without warranty, and a week after printing colors (but that's another
story), in short, I had to change the printer. Regards
Response 4:
GREETINGS IN WHICH COUNTRY ARE

